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ABST
TRACT: A majoor issue of conccern in MWT solar
s
cells is the increased leakkage current att reversed bias voltage
througgh the vias com
mpared. At ECN
N we have been
n working on reeducing this leaakage current to
o levels comparrable to
H-patttern cells. In thiis study we pressent the results of this work.
W
We further show the benefit of a combined celll and module design
d
for MWT
T solar cells. At
A the cell level, MWT
producction costs per wafer are com
mparable with H-pattern
H
while the cell output increases. At the module levvel this
designn results in a furrther increase of the power outtput.
Keywoords: Back Conntact, Module Inntegration, Costt Reduction
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ODUCION
INTRO

major goal of the
t PV industryy nowadays is to
The m
lower the cost of solar photovoltaic
p
eleectricity. This can
c
be realizedd by either incrreasing the effi
ficiency of the PV
P
modules, or
o by reducing their
t
productionn cost.
The vaast majority off the PV-markeet still consists of
(p-type) crystalline
c
silicoon (x-Si) PV. In x-Si modulles,
solar cellss are usually innterconnected in
i strings by taabs
soldered too the front sidee of one cell annd the rear sidee of
the adjaceent cell. Due to
o the limited width
w
of the taabs,
such interconnection lead
ds to additionaal resistive lossses.
t
A promisiing option to reeduce the resisstive losses in the
interconneection is by using
u
an metaal wrap throu
ugh
(MWT) concept, as sho
own in a recennt review on this
t
concept [11].
The M
MWT cell design
n places all thee electrical conttact
points on the rear side of the cell. Thhis is realized by
bringing thhe emitter mettallization via small
s
holes (viias)
through thhe wafer to the rear side of thhe cell. Comparred
to H-patteern processing, in the ECN approach
a
the on
nly
additional cell process step is drillinng the vias. This
T
means thaat the ECN proccess can easily be installed as an
update in m
most modern x--Si cell producttion lines.
To fully benefit from
m the MWT desiign, we developped
interconneection based onn conductive foiil. In this proceess,
cells are nnot interconnectted by solderingg tabs to the cells,
but by a conductive baack-sheet (Figuure 1). Cells are
placed onn the structuredd conductive back-sheet
b
which
connects tthe emitter coontacts of one cell to the baase
contact off the adjacent cell
c and at the same
s
time acts as
the back- ssheet of the module.

In previous work
w
we have observed
o
an incrrease in the
o ECN-MWT cells as comppared to Hleaakage current of
paattern cells [2]. The location of
o the leakage ccurrent can
bee made visiblee using Voltaage Modulatedd Lock In
Thhermography (Vomolit):
(
whiile applying a (negative)
vooltage, the tem
mperature of the cell is moniitored by a
seensitive IR cam
mera. Temperrature variationns indicate
ohhmic warming of the cell [3]. The leakagee current is
related to the viaas as illustrated in Figure 2. It is reported
that ECN-MWT cells can toleraate higher leakaage currents
H
cells because the current is
coompared to H-pattern
divided over morre spots [4]. Alsso, modules maanufactured
T cells bearing
g higher leakaage current
froom ECN-MWT
paassed the IEC661730 hotspot tests
t
easily [5]. However,
hootspot test criteeria might beccome more sevvere in the
fuuture, and industry also prefers lower leakage current.

Fiigure 2: Vom
molit scan of MWT cell. White
W
line
indicates the posiition of the celll edge
Therefore, inn this work we focus on the reeduction of
the leakage curreent of MWT solar
s
cells. We also show
the benefits of thhe MWT designn, both at cell and
a module
levvel and the cost effectivenesss of this integrrated MWT
cooncept.
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Figure 1:: Integrated ceell and modulee design. Dots of
matching ccolors are connnected using connductive adhesiive

EXPERIMEN
NTAL SETUP

2.1 Cell processiing
The ECN-basseline process flow
f
consist of an alkaline
raandom pyramid texture etch foollowed by tubbe diffusion
ussing POCl3 ass the phosphorous source. Wafers
W
are
loaded back-to-bback in the POCl3 tube to maaximize the
m
the processing coosts. After
loading and minimize
mbined glass removal
r
and pn-junction
p
diffusion a com
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isolation using wet chemical single side etch is
performed. The sheet resistance of the emitter is about
70 .sq. A remote MW-PECVD system is used to
deposit an ~80 nm thick single layer SiNx anti reflection
coating. Finally the metallization is applied by screen
printing and the contacts are co-fired in an IR heated belt
furnace. A schematic overview of the process sequence is
given in Table I.
The vias to guide the emitter contacts to the rear in
the MWT approach are made using laser drilling. The
position of the laser drilling step in the process flow can
be varied, depending on the process being used in the
industrial production line. Besides the vias and
metallization patterns used, the H-pattern and MWT cells
are processed using identical processes and process
settings. This supports the introduction of MWT in
existing Si-cell production lines.
Besides the standard process settings, we also
included an MWT group with a more shallow emitter and
a different front side metallization. This group is referred
to as MWToptimized throughout this paper. Instead of the
standard Circle MWT pattern we applied an H-lookalike
pattern (Figure 3) for ease of modeling.

MWT cells were interconnected using a conductive rear
side foil and conductive adhesive for the interconnection
using the Eurotron pilot line at ECN

Table I: H-pattern Process Flow

Figure 4: Distribution of Irev measured at -10V. Blue is
H-pattern, red is MWT

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6

Process
random pyramid texture
POCl3 emitter diffusion
PSG etch + Single Side Etch (SSE) parasitic
junction removal
MW-PECVD SiN ARC deposition
contact printing (front and rear silver contacts +
Al-BSF)
Co-firing metal contacts

2.2 Leakage current tests
On cell level the variation in the leakage current at
reversed bias (Irev) is higher for MWT cells as compared
to H-pattern cells as is shown in Figure 4. We expect that
the fluctuation is (partly) due to process variations.

For comparing the effect of via paste on the Irev
using only a limited number of samples, we designed a
test structure which omits as much processing as
possible. In using this test structure, the processing is
limited to texture and rear side printing and firing. A
comparison of the test structure to the real cell structure
is given in Figure 5. In both structures no emitter is
present between the Si-bulk and the via paste. Although
this normally results in shunting, special precautions
prevent this shunting behavior. ECN has a patent pending
on this topic.
To measure the leakage current the test structure is
placed on our in-house developed cell measurement
chuck. An industrial Halm IV flash-tester is used to apply
a voltage sweep of 0V to -13V on the test structure.
During the sweep the leakage current is measured by the
flash-tester.
Front metallization
Si wafer
Via paste

Rear Al


Si wafer
Rear Al

Figure 5: Simplified test structure to evaluate Irev
(bottom) compared to real cell structure (top)
Figure 3: ECN’s Circle MWT pattern (top left) and the
H-lookalike MWT pattern (bottom right)
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60 cells were selected to be mounted into a module.
The H-pattern cells were interconnected using the normal
industrial tabbing and soldering interconnection. The

3.1 Cell and module results
3 groups of cells have been processed, each group
about 100 wafers in size. Group 1 is the reference group.
This group is processed using a standard H metallization

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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pattern connsisting of 2 bu
usbars and 68 fingers.
fi
Group 2 is
processed using the sam
me process connditions as the Hpattern grroup. Only viaas were laser drilled after SiN
S
depositionn and the metalllization pattern is replaced by an
MWT-patttern, the so callled Circle patteern (see Figure 3).
Group 3 iis also an MW
WT group. The diffusion settin
ngs
and metallization scheme are changed for this group as
A
the metalllization designn is
compared to group 2. Also
w
3 very sm
mall
changed iinto a H-lookaalike pattern with
busbars annd 80 fingers. Despite
D
the usee of the 3 busbaars,
the metalllization area off group 3 is comparable
c
to the
t
metallizatiion area of grooup 2. Howeveer, the use of the
t
new pastte in combinaation with sccreen parametters
optimized for this pastee resulted in a front side silvver
(
Table II)
reduction oof about 15%. (see
Table II: Paste Consumpption
grp patterrn
1
2
3

H
T
MWT
MWT
Timproved

Agfront
f
mg//cell
175
5
170
0
140
0

Agrear
mg/celll
40
42
42

Al
g/cell
2.0
2.0
2.1

Taable IV: IV chaaracteristics of the module
grrp pattern
1
2
3

H
MWT
MWTimproved

Isc
A
8.83
8.92
9.01

Voc
V
37.669
37.883
38.000

FF
%
71.0
75.0
75.8

P
W
2366.3
2533.0
2599.5

CtM
0.910
0.957
0.967

3.1 Leakage currrent and processs conditions
Firing condittions:
The firing coondition has a distinct influeence on the
I
the belt
b speed or loowering the
leaakage current. Increasing
firring temperatuure both reducee the leakage current as
indicated by thee solid arrow in
i Figure 6. However,
H
in
a increase in belt speed
orrder to maintaiin a good FF an
neeeds to be coompensated byy an increasee in firing
tem
mperature and vice versa ass indicated by the dashed
arrrow in Figure 6. This indicattes that one caan decrease
the leakage curreent by adoptingg the firing conndition, but
then a more aggrressive front sidde silver paste is needed to
m
maintain
a good FF.
F

pattern and 2 MWT scenario’s
Table III:: IV results H-p
grp patterrn
1H
2 MWT
3 MWTimpproved

N

Isc
A
93 9.055
91 9.222
124 9.266

Uoc
mV
625
629
632

FF
%
76.4
75.8
77.4

Eta
E
%
1
17.8
1
18.1
1
18.6

Irev@-10V
A
0.10
0.57
0.37

f MWT comppared to H-patteern
The inncrease in Isc for
is directlyy related to the lower front metallization
m
arrea.
The increease in Voc could be duee to a different
connectionn of the cell to the meassurement systeem.
However, also on the moodule level an increase
i
in Vocc is
observed (see Table IV)). Probably it results from less
contact recombination because of the reducced
metallizatiion area [6]. Overall, on thhe cell level we
observe ann 0.3%absolute efficiency (1.6%
%relative) efficienncy
increase for
f MWT when
n identical proocess settings are
used (grouup 1 vs group 2)).
t
Table IV summarizees the IV charracteristics of the
On module levvel the trends inn Isc and Voc are
modules. O
comparablle to the trend
ds observed on
o cell level. As
mentionedd above, the sm
maller differencce in Voc on the
t
module leevel might orig
ginate from diffferent contactiing
schemes ffor the H-patteern and MWT
T cells, while the
t
contactingg schemes for thhe modules aree identical.
Most remarkable is the small dropp in FF for bo
oth
F
MWT moodules compareed to the H-patttern module. For
the MWT modules the drop
d
in FF is onnly 1-1.5%, whhile
H
moduule is 5%. Thiss is
the drop iin FF for the H-pattern
due to thee use of a (moddule wide) contact foil insteadd of
t
small busbbars. The last column in Tabble IV shows the
Cell to Module power ch
hange (CtM). This
T
is a measu
ure
for the ppower difference between thhe bare cells as
measured on the cell tester and the moodule as measurred
m of
on the moddule flash testerr It is calculatedd from the sum
the powerr of the individ
dual cells in thee module, dividded
by the moodule power ou
utput. The highh CtM value can
c
also be m
maintained for the
t improved MWT
M
processin
ng.
So the impprovements on the cell level are
a maintained on
the modulee level.

Fiigure 6: Impact of firing co
onditions (belt speed and
firring temperatuure) on Irev. Size
S
of the inddicates the
m
magnitude
of the measured leakkage current (0.33A – 5A)
Via paste testts:
Instead of appplying a new front
f
side silver paste, we
foocused on the implementatioon of a new via paste.
Seeveral commerccial paste manufacturers are developing
deedicated via paastes. We testedd in total 12 diifferent via
paastes from 3 supppliers. Most pastes
p
behaved worse than
the reference via paste, but 3 paastes gave excelllent results
m
test structtures (Table V).
onn both Cz and mc-Si
Taable V: Leakag
ge current on mc-Si
m
and Cz tesst structures
Paaste

Irev @ -10 V
A
mc-S
Si
Cz-Si
Reeference 0.35
0.46
A
0.05
0.17
B
0.22
0.21
C
0.17
0.06

Irev @ -12V
A
mc-Si
Cz-Si
0.46
0.71
0.07
0.21
0.27
0.25
0.21
0.07

We have obsserved for the reeference via paaste that the
Ireev value increaased when we remeasured saamples. To
evvaluate the stab
bility of the viaa pastes we didd repeating
m
measurements
o all pastes. The time beetween the
on
m
measurements
iss about 1 secoond. As can be
b seen in
Fiigure 7, all 3 new
n
pastes behhave much better than the
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reference paste. For the reference pastee, the behavior on
mc-Si andd Cz-Si is compaarable.

me number of cells [7].
ann H-pattern moddule with the sam
4.3 System cost
module can be
b made smalller than a
The MWT-m
a the cells cann be placed
coomparable H-paattern module as
clooser together and the bussing is integrated in the
coonductive backk-sheet. Therefoore the power output per
unnit area is evenn larger than thhe difference inn generated
poower. As part of
o the balance of
o system (BoS)) cost scale
wiith area, the smaller MWT
T-module willl result in
addditional savinngs at the sysstem level. Fuurthermore,
M
MWT
modules have been shoown to generaate a larger
annnual energy ouutput, particulaarly at high irraadiance [8],
fuurther reducing the
t €/kWh costts.

Figure 7: Development of
o Irev @ -12V depending on the
t
number off measurementss
f
results on
n cell level confirm the go
ood
The first
behavior of
o paste A. IV data for this paste
p
are givenn in
Table VII. Comparing these results with the IV
characterisstics obtained with
w the reference via paste in the
t
MWTimprovved scenario (grp 3 in Table III) confirms the
t
better Irevv characteristics of via paste A. The other IV
characterisstics are slighttly lower, but that might ressult
from the use
u of a differennt batch of p-Czz wafers.
Cells were
w interconneected into 3 minni-modules of 2*2
2
cells eacch to confirm
m that condductive adhesive
interconneection of the ceells is still possiible. As shown
n in
Table VI tthe FF loss is sllightly higher coompared to the 60
cell moduules fabricated with the refeerence via passte.
However, the interconnection pattern iss designed for full
f
a
size moduules and not foor 2*2 mini-moodules, while also
the manuffacturing of the mini-modules is done manuaally
which cann have resulteed in a slighttly higher serries
resistance..
M
sing via paste A.
A
Table VI:. IV results of MWT
improved us
Device

N Isc
A
Cell
18 9.23
2*2 modulle 3 9.07
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Uoc
U
V
0..631
2..52

FF
%
76.8
74.4

Etaacell Irev@-10V
%
A
18.4 0.11
17.4

M
CO
OST
MWT CELLS AND MODULES

4.1 Cell coost
Compaared to H-patteern cells processsing, only the via
v
drilling byy laser is addedd for MWT cellls. This laser will
w
add about 250-350 k€ to the investment for a productiion
ment is paid off
o by the low
wer
line. This higher investm
t MWT cellls. Therefore, the
t
silver connsumption of the
manufactuuring costs of H-pattern
H
and MWT
M
cells can be
consideredd comparable. Because of thee higher efficienncy
of the MW
WT cells, the cost/Wp is lower for MWT.
4.2 Modulle cost
The diifferences in coost between H-ppattern and MW
WT
modules are
a related mosstly to the diffference in moddule
materials[77]. In the MW
WT module, the conductive baccksheet and conductive ad
dhesive replacees the back-sheeet,
u
tabbing annd bussing used in an H-patternn module. The use
of mechannical patterning for
f the backsheeet foil resulted in
i a
substantiall cost reduction for the MWT module.
m
Extenssive calculationns by Eurotronn show that the
MWT moddule is about 6% cheaper in €/Wp
€
compared
d to

5

CONCLUSIO
ON

In this work
k we showed that we can reduce the
o MWT cells too values compaarable to Hleaakage current of
paattern cells. Altthough the firsst results indicaate a small
drrop in cell efficiency we expecct that we can recover
r
this
byy further optimiizing the paste.
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